


The Bridge Office

GIVING  DIMENSIONAL AUTONOMY.

BREATHES IDEAS.

COMPOSES ATTITUDES.

Light

Extensive

Operative

Effective

Creative



Bridging flexibility 
with openness

Open for change. Open for mastery 

of strokes in designing office open-

spaces. Bridge is flexible and is 

continual in its application. Bridge 

supports almost a wide variety of 

changes  for a fully functional office, 

yet not burdening the layout. 

SPAN 4.0



With new designs of leg frame 

components, Bridge remains 

uniquely clean-lined, yet 

providing designers and space 

planners with a fresh palette 

of space-conserving options 

overlapping work surfaces and 

harmonized materials. It is 

functional elegance at its best.

SPAN 4.1

Half-panel and chrome-legs

Full panels



Enduring elegance

Bridge is flexible and adaptable for building practical 
workspaces, making it an economical solution for years to come.

SPAN 8.0



TRAIN 1.0

A modular system for every nooks and corners

Small offices, challenging spaces? No problem. Bridge it with the 
Train series. It creates a foundation that facilitates efficient processes 
and motivates work in all kinds of office environments: team spaces, 
individual spaces and even open-spaces.



Buzz 8.0
The all-time significant IT hub

The call center is now a fact of precedence in the growth of 
a brand or a company. It is the significant workplace where 
communications between customer relationship and data 
transference are managed with speed and accuracy.

Not surprisingly, call 

centers or workplaces 

that function solely 

as data transference 

remain a dense place 

in any organization 

set-ups. Bridge Buzz    

ingenious framework 

articulately provides 

the essential work top 

minus the fuss.

Bridge Buzz’s multi-pointed 
frame lodges makes it easy 
to accommodate either 
centralized or individualized 
hubs set-ups.

Strategic outlaying of 
wiring runs helps keep 
the tops free of cluster 
while the mess is kept 
hidden.



PLAY 1.0

Bridging workspaces and storages

The system can be habituated to the needs of companies that set storage to 
individual workspaces and value the projection of distinctive identity for 
their business. Be creative. Be fun. Yet have the access to files and folders 
within arm’s reach. And have small discussion conducted at no time wasted.



Conferencing Needs

No problem. The Bridge bench with embedded power and data carriages makes a 
perfect surface on which meetings are convened. Clean and contemporarily classical.

Conference



Manage in style

Your business needs changes to keep staying abreast trends. No problem. 
The Bridge Singles are the linear planning solution designed for long term 
utilization. You can take on, add new desks, change layouts or simply take 
out for a simpler yet distractingly elegant interior space.

The Singles 1.0



The Bridge collection

TRAIN 1.1

TRAIN 1.2

SPAN 1.2

SPAN 1.1

SPAN 120

SINGLE 1.1

Meet 1.1

Meet 1.2
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